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The relation between the minimum energy path and the classical equations of motion is found, 
and conditions implying trajectories along gradient lines are analyzed. Attention is drawn to 
possible statistical features of the minimum energy path. 

The concept of reaction path as introduced by Fukui l in 1970 was based on two ge
neral assumptions: (i) the Born-Oppenheimer separation of the electronic and nuclear 
degrees of freedom of a polyatomic system2 and (ii) the classical description of the 
nuclear motion2 • Assuming further (iii) an infinitely slow motion (i.e. within the 
static approach), Fukui and coworkers defined reaction path as a gradient line on 
a potential energy surface emanating from the saddle point and leading to the reactant 
and product asymptote, respectivelyl.3.4; consequently, a space curve on the poten
tial energy surface is given, connecting smoothly the reactant and product asymptote 
via a saddle point and tracing the bottoms of the potential energy valleys. Such a 
concept of reaction path relates to the potential energy surface proper rather than 
to a dynamical evolution of a reacting system; generally, it is referred to as the mini
mum energy pathS ,6. 

The concept of minimum energy path is incorporated in treatments of reactivity 
based on the transition state theory2 and it is employed to define coordinates for 
the reaction-path Hamiltonian dynamics 7 • 

Besides the immense practical use, the static concept of minimum energy path 
brought about much debate concerning its conceptual aspects as well as its general 
properties8 -15. In this paper we attempt to continue the discussion in the two 
following respects: (i) can be the minimum energy path derived from the classical 
equations of motion, and, if not, (ii) are there any inherent statistical features con
tained in the concept of the minimum energy path2 • 

J n the next section the underlying quasi classical treatment of the time-evolution 
in polyatomic systems within the Born-Oppenheimer approximation is briefly 
reviewed. 
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In section Comparison 0/ the Minimum Energy Path with System Point Trajec
tories, conditions are found the application of which turns the minimum energy 
path into a special case of a classical trajectory. It is indicated, however, that the 
overlap between the static and dynamical treatments occurs only in particular 
situations. 

In section Search/or Statistical Features 0/ the Minimum Energy Path, a possible 
connection between the Einstein-Smoluchowski equation and the minimum energy 
path is discussed. 

THEORETICAL 

Classical Trajectories in Configuration Space 0/ the Nuclei 

We consider a polyatomic system free of external force and containing N atoms. 
Under the general assumptions sub (i) and (ii) the nuclei are subject to a classical 
motion 16 in the field of an internal force the potential of which is given by the energy 
pertinent to one of the eigenstates of the electronic subsystem. Let ret' a = 1, ... , N, 
be the radius vector of the a-th nucleus and / = 3N - 6 the number of independent 
coordinates. Then the radius vectors r" can be expressed in terms of / generalized 
coordinates ql defining the configuration space M of the nuclei: 

ra. = ra.(qi) , IX = 1, ... , N; j = 1, ... ,/. (1) 

By eliminating variables describing the motion of the center of mass and the overall 
rotation, the kinetic energy T of the nuclei becomes a homogeneous quadratic form 
in the generalized velocities 4i = dqi/dt: 

(2) 

(Lower and upper latin indices denote covariant and contravariant tensor compo
nents, respectively; summation over repeating tensor indices is employed throughout 
this paper.) The metric tensor gjl<. on the tangent space Tq(M) (see further on) to the 
configuration space M takes the form: 

gik = L miora./oqi) (ora./oqk) , (3) 
a. 

where rna. is the mass of the a-th nucleus. The arc length element ds of a system point 
trajectory in M is given by 

(4) 
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Locating the end points q 1. = {qU and q 2 = {q!} in the reactant and product 
asymptote, respectively, the trajectory obtained by solving the classical equations of 
motion due to the given potential energy surface V(qj) represents a realistic evolution 
of the polyatomic system from reactants to productsl7. 

To get a better understanding of the problems connected with the system point 
trajectories in M, let us describe in a more scrupulous way some of the mathematical 
concepts employed. 

The tangent bundle T(M) associated with configuration space M (refs I8 •19) is 
a set of f-dimensional vector spaces Tq (fibres) with coordinates (velocities) {vi}; 
each fibre Tq is a tangent space to the configuration space M at a point q. Hence 
the tangent bundle T(M) is locally described by 2f coordinates (q, v) = {qi, vi}. 
(The reader not interested in details, can consider T(M) simply as a set of these 2f 
variables.) 

Since any transformation of coordinates qi in M induces a linear transformation 
of vj in Tq (ref. 18), the solution of the equations of motion does not depend in the 
choice of the coordinate system in M. 

The classical equations of motion are equivalent to a vector field X(q, v) on T(M), 
(refs18 •19) 

x q, v = v' -. + r~mv vm _ gJm - - .• ( ) . a (. k . OV) a 
Oq' oqm OVJ 

(5) 

where the Christoffel symbol rLm appears for coordinate-dependent metric tensor 
gij (ref.9); the matrix (gij) is inverse to (giJ 

rLm = (1/2) gij (Ogik + ogim _ Ogk':') . 
oqm oqk oq' 

This means that evolution of any function w(q, v) on T(M) consistent with classical 
mechanics is given by dwjdt = Xw and thus the classical equations of motion take 
the form qi = Xqi, vj = XvJ. A vector field Y = x(q, v) X (x is a scalar; x, X-I =!= 0) 
yields the same set of trajectories as X(q, v): to prove this, it is sufficient to introduce 
a parameter t', providing x dt' = dt along the trajectories. When, however, the 
condition x, X-I =!= 0 is violated at some point of T(M), a new situation occurs and 
the problem requires further analysis. It will be shown in the following section that 
we have to deal with this situation in comparing the minimum energy path with 
classical system point trajectories. 

Comparison of the Minimum Energy Path with System Point Trajectories 

The minumum energy path as defined by Tachibana and Fukui9 (cf. alsoS) can be 
obtained in the quadratic neighbourhood dqj of any point in configuration space M 
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by setting the velocity equal to zero at this point: 

(6) 

consequently, 

ds = (gik dqi dqk)1/2 = (1/2) (iji/l dt4gik )I/2 

iji = dqi/dt = (d/dt) (gikpk) = gikA + Pkqm(a/aqm) gik = gikA . 

Since the momentum Pk evolves according to the equation of motion Pk = -aVjaq\ 
we have: 

[(avjaqi) (aVjcqk) gik)1/2 ' 

(7) 
Equation (7) is identical with the equation of minimum energy paths. 

Conditions (6) connect the concepts of minimum energy path and system point 
trajectory at any point of configuration space. It should be noted that these conditions 
do not have the character of constraints, because vi = 0 can hold generally only 
at isolated points of a trajectory. 

The impossibility of deriving equation (7) from the cIassicallaws of motion can be 
seen by comparing the vector field Z (on M) equivalent to equation (7) (i.e. dwjds = 

= Zw for any smooth function w(q) on M) 

Z= 
gik aVjoqk ~_ 

[gik(avjaqi) (aVjaqk»)1/2 aqi (8) 

with the part X M of the vector field X operating on M (c/. equation (5» 

(9) 

whereas the classical equations of motion describe the evolution of both the coordi
nates and velocities {q, v}, equations (7), (8), and (9) deal just with the change of {q}. 
It is obvious by comparing equations (8) and (9) that, generally, the description of 
the evolution of coordinates due to Z and X M leads to quite different results. 

The origin of the difference between Z and X M can be inspected by examining 
transformations of XM leading to Z at v = 0; by introducing a vector field X on T(M) 

X = x(q, v) X, x = dtjds = (2Ttl/2 , (10) 
we have: 

(11) 
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Equation (11) holds at v = 0 (T = 0) where XM is of indefiniteform (010) and, there
fore, one can consider that equation (7) results from the singular nature of the 
passage from dt to ds when v = O. 

A special case of a system point trajectory can be distinguished where conditions 
(6) need not necessarily be employed in order to arrive at the minimum energy 
path (7), (1. ref.9. If at a moment of time the velocity of the system point is parallel 
to the force Fi = _gi k OV/oqk, we have: 

(12) 

The proportionality constant A (A '* 0) can be evaluated by multiplying equation (12) 
by dqkjds; one obtains 

(13) . 

in accordance with equation (7). Equation (12) can hold even at a finite time interval, 
assuming, e.g. that the corresponding part of the trajectory represents a segment of 
a straight line in Cartesian coordinates. Favourable conditions for such a motion 
may be found in those regions of M where the direction of force does not change. 

Search for Statistical Features of the Minimum Energy Path 

It is interesting to compare equation (7) with the following statistical equation20 : 

(14) 

where ri is the i-th component of the radius vector of a particle in a statistical ensemb
le, Il is the friction coefficient andfi(t) is a random (fluctuating) force with the corre
lation function <Ji(t)flt'» = 2D6ijb(t - t'); fi(t) is supposed to have a Gaussian 
distribution at any time. The relaxation process in the ensemble is described in terms 
of the probability distribution per, t) by the Einstein-Smoluchowski equation20 - 22 : 

(15) 

where D = pk-c, k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature; in 
deriving equation (14) or (15) it was assumed that the velocities of particles relax 
quickly to the Maxwell distribution. Equation (15) was used many years ago by 
Kramers22 to treat chemical reactions. 

For T ~ 0, equations (7) and (14) are formally similar (fi(t) are small). In principle, 
however, even small fluctuations acting for a long time can lead to large deviations 
of the solution to equation (14) from the solution to equation (7). Hence the analogy 
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of equations (7) and (14) may be of a superficial character. Note that despite the 
non-decreasing interest still paid to the Kramers' theory (ej., e.g. ref. 23), no attempt 
has been made to relate it to the Fukui's reaction path. Nevertheless, as indicated by 
a recently developed theory24, equations (7) and (14) exhibit a close connection. 
The behaviour of the particles in the neighbourhood of a potential energy minimum 
is particularly interesting: roughly speaking, due to small fluctuations the particles 
diffuse with an enhanced probability near the minimum energy path in the direction 
of the saddle point (ref.24, Ch. 4, § 3). 

Both the minimum energy path (7) and the statistical equation (14) assume a mecha
nism leading to the damping of the particle motion (the zero velocity.assumption in 
the former case and the non-zero friction coefficient in the latter). 

SUMMARY 

The physical meaning of the static concept of minimum energy path in terms of system 
point trajectories is analyzed. Precise conditions leading to the transformation of 
a dynamical path to the minimum energy path are established; in general, the Fukui's 
concept is found not to be physically derivable from the classical equations of motion. 

A possible statistical interpretation of the minimum energy path is outlined; it 
deserves an independent study where particular attention should be paid to the 
underlying physical and mathematical assumption and to their mutual compatibility. 

The authors are indebted to Drs Z. Havlas. Z. Herman, M. Tomasek. and Pro/. R. Zahradnik 
(Czechoslovak Academy 0/ Sciences, Prague)/or many valuable discussions and support during the 
preparation o/this paper. Particular acknowledgement is due to Dr J. PancH' (Czechoslovak Academy 
0/ Sciences. Prague) for critical reading 0/ the manuscript. We thank to the referee Dr M. Sole 
(Czechoslovak Academy 0/ Sciences, Prague)/or suggesting us improvements in preparing the final 
form 0/ the manuscript. 
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